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Legal
IMPORTANT NOTICE

Everything in this White Paper, and any relevant material particular whatsoever
connected therewith must be read with astute care and caution. If after a
careful reading of everything, there is a persistence of doubt, which borders on
the action you should take, you are therefore advised to consult your legal,
financial, tax or other professional advisors. 


There shall be no reproduction and dissemination of this White Paper in a
manner that affects its integrity, including any relevant material whatsoever
connected therewith. 


CAUTIONARY NOTE ON “FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS” 

There are “forward-looking statements” contained in this White Paper.The
meaning and intent of the term “forward-looking statements” are the same as
they appear in any relevant statute of any jurisdiction whatsoever, or for
instance, as they appear in the U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of
1995, which gives a comprehensive statutory clarity to the intendment of
“forward-looking statements” concerning the business, operations, financial
performance and condition of an entity, i.e. Curate, though situate outside the
United States jurisdiction, equal parallel drawn is both essential and relevant.  


Words and phrases such as “intends”, “anticipates,” “plans”, “estimate,”
“expects,” “projects,” “believes,” “will” and other terms of similar substance and
character, wherever found in the White Paper operate as guidance and
indicators of “forward-looking statements”.
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Furthermore,

all

statements

regarding

Curate,

and/or

its

affiliates’

business

strategies, financial position, plans, prospects and the future of the industry
which Curate and/or its affiliates are in, are “forward-looking statements”. This
“forward-looking statements” include, but are not limited to statements as to
the

Curate’s

and/or

its

affiliates’

revenue

and

profitability,

future

plans,

prospects, expected industry trends and other matters contained in this White
Paper

in

regards

historical

facts,

Curate’s

present

to

but

Curate,
only

and/or

its

affiliates.

predictions.

All

“forward-looking

expectations

of

future

These

events

and

matters

are

not

statements”

are

are

subject

to

uncertainties and several other factors that could have a material difference in
actual results from those described in the “forward-looking statements”.  



These factors and uncertainties include, amongst others: 



(a) Socio-political, economic changes,

stock or crypto-assets market conditions, and the regulatory environment in
the countries in which Curate and/or its affiliates conduct its/their respective
businesses and operations; 



(b)

The

risk

that

Curate

and/or

its

affiliates

may

be

unable

to

execute

or

implement their respective business strategies and future plans; 



(c) Changes in the anticipated growth strategies and expected internal growth
of Curate and/or its affiliates; 



(d)

Changes

in

the

availability

and

fortunes

of

Curate

and/or

connection with their respective businesses and operations;
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its

affiliates

in

(e) Changes in the availability and salaries of employees who are required by
Curate and/or its affiliates to operate their respective businesses and
operations; 


(f) Changes in preferences of Curate and/or its affiliates; 


(g) Changes in the competitive conditions under which Curate, and/or its
affiliates operate, and their ability to compete under such conditions; 


(h) Changes in the future capital needs of Curate, and/or its affiliates and the
availability of financing and capital to fund such needs; 


(i) War or acts of international or domestic terrorism;


(j) Occurrences of catastrophic events, natural disasters and acts of God that
affect the businesses and/or operations of Curate and/or its affiliates; 


(k) And other factors beyond the control of Curate, and/or its affiliates.


Any prospective participant in this token sale is hereby cautioned to not rely
upon any such “forward-looking statements”, which speaks only as of the date
they were made. Curate is not under any obligation, and expressly therefore
disclaims any obligation whatsoever, to update or alter any “forward-looking
statements”, in the event of new information, future events or otherwise.
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All

subsequent

“forward-looking

statements”

attributable

to

Curate,

its

affiliates or any person acting on their behalf are expressly qualified in their
entirety by the cautionary statements referred to in this White Paper. Neither
Curate nor any other person represents, warrants and/or undertakes that the
actual

future

results,

performance

or

achievements

of

Curate

and/or

its

affiliates will be as contained in any “forward-looking statements”. The actual
results, performance or achievements of Curate and/or its affiliates
in any material particular, from

those

may differ

anticipated in these “forward-looking

statements”. 



NO SECURITIES OFFERING OR REGISTRATION

For all intents and purposes, the Curate tokens will not constitute securities in
any jurisdiction. This White Paper is not a prospectus; it does not constitute a
document

whose

intent

is

to

make

securities

offering

of

any

kind

in

any

jurisdiction. This White Paper does not create securities investment contract.
The White Paper is not an opinion or a piece of advice to sell, or an offer by
Curate
Paper

or

its

affiliates

whatsoever,

not

to

purchase

the

fact

of

the
its

Curate

tokens.

presentation

No

shall

part
form

of

this

the

White

basis,

or

reliance in connection with a contract or investment decision, in a way that it
will be caught by the extant securities regulation of any jurisdiction. 



Every proceed from the Curate tokens that accrues from the token sale shall
be applied to the Curate project financing, including Curate’s businesses and
operations. There is no contractual obligation or a binding legal agreement to
make

any

contribution

whatsoever

on

the

part

of

any

person

into

Curate’s

token sale. Any legally binding agreement that may exist between Curate, and
or

its

affiliates

and

any

person

shall

be

contained

in

a

separate

where the terms and conditions shall be duly set out in full detail.
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document

Participation and eligibility criteria in any future token sale by Curate may vary,
owing to the country of citizenship or residence. In this regard, no final and
conclusive decision has been made, as regards municipal law, both legal and
regulatory compliance in any jurisdiction in question would determine the
relevant eligibility criteria and thus the subsequent participation in the future
token sale. There is no regulatory examination or approval of any information
contained herein, and no such action will be taken under the law, as none is
required under any law whatsoever.



NO REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 

Curate and/or its affiliates do not make or purport to make, and hereby
disclaim any representation, warranty or undertaking in any form whatsoever
to any person in law or any person having legal or equitable right(s) including
any representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to the truth, accuracy
and completeness of any information set out in this White Paper.
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Disclaimer
The CURATE team expresses their heartfelt gratitude to our readers for
obtaining a copy of our whitepaper and taking the time to go through its
contents. This document acts as a memorandum to explain our project and its
objectives to our readers. 


This special section has been prepared for our dear readers to examine
thoroughly and we strongly urge our readers not to skip this section as it is
crucial to determining the choices an individual takes when contributing to our
project.

The major purpose of this whitepaper is to unfold and show the Curate project
to potential clients and prospective token holders. Its contents have been
simplified for ease of comprehension for everyone and gives each user the
chance to decide if they want to be a part of our project based on their
perception. 


The information provided in this document cannot be considered as a means
of solicitation or a prospectus. It does not constitute a means for buying
securities neither does it serve as a contractual relationship of any kind. This
document has not been assessed by any regulatory body and is not subject to
any laws, rules or regulations.


The estimations and projections made in this document are not absolute and
as such may be subject to change under different circumstances affecting
cryptocurrencies

and

markets.

These

projections

are

uncertain

differences may occur between what is documented and real life events.
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and

We implore you to consult your legal adviser before investing in any form of
cryptocurrency to avoid penalties from the government. The sales of our token
will only be made available to those who are eligible and legally qualified to
purchase crypto-asset after white-listing through due diligence; Anti-Money
Laundering (AML)/ Know Your Client (KYC) compliance with the same regional
and international standards set for financial institutions, financial technology
companies, payment infrastructures, and money transmitter businesses by the
international

standard–setting

Recommendation
(VASPs) and

16,

which

body

Financial

encompasses

Action

Virtual

Task

Asset

Force

Service

(FATF)

Providers

convertible virtual crypto-assets.



In a scenario that you purchase crypto-asset of any kind without obeying the
rules guiding crypto-asset utilization in your area of residence, you risk legal
actions

being

taken

against

you

and

this

might

incur

fines

or

loss

of

your

crypto-assets due to confiscation. If this happens, the CURATE team will not
be liable or held responsible as whatever consequences that results from you
buying our tokens/crypto-assets..



All the information provided in this document has been deemed accurate to a
very considerable extent , and even though we would not like to fully acclaim
this statement , we believe that to the best of our knowledge, this project has
been considered concise. Depending on the various risks and uncertainties
that

befall

crypto-assets,,

this

document

could

become

less

accurate.

We

implore our readers to take the time to read and understand various dangers
that could arise as a result of getting involved in crypto-assets, because we
cannot highlight them all for brevity of this project white paper.
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Some of such unfortunate happenings that may befall crypto-assets are:

– Security risks whereby a person’s crypto-assets are lost as a result of not
being able to secure their login credentials properly on their own part.

– Issues such as technical problems may come as a result of server
downtimes or errors may also occur which may temporarily hinder
transactions carried out on the platform.

– High crypto-asset market volatility is another issue that needs to be
considered as the price of a crypto-asset may fluctuate heavily whereby the
value becomes very unstable and subject to constant change. 


The information provided in this document may be subject to change such as
translations over a period of time and this document might be made available
in other languages asides the official one. During translation, some or most of
the information in this document may become inconsistent, lost, corrupted or
misinterpreted and its accuracy may be compromised. In the scenario that
such changes occur to this document, the official document which is made
available in English language shall be considered superior and final.


We advise you to get the original copy of our document from official means
which is through our team members as getting it through an external source
could mean the document is compromised or its contents being tampered
with. Obtaining this document from our official sources reduces the chances
of getting information that is manipulated, misinterpreted or contorted.


By reading this document, you agree you will comply strictly with the content,
and not act in regard, and if you participate therefore in the Curate project
utility token offering exercise, you have assumed any unforeseen risks and
emergencies, which are intrinsic to every project, and therefore, neither the
Curate Team, nor H-Pharm Ltd, nor their affiliate would be held liable in any
event whatsoever.
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Abstract
CURɅ TE is the world's first blockchain agnostic gasless physical goods and
NFT marketplace that also serves as a gasless multichain bridge between
major chains such as ETH,BNB, ALGO, EGLD, AVAX.


CURɅ TE is built on its own native marketplace allowing buyers and sellers to
exchange physical and digital goods such as gaming, electronics, NFTs,
clothing, fashion and more.


CURɅ TE utilises a decentralised blockchain network as a means of providing a
reward in the form of $XCUR, our native token, to buyers and sellers on all
successful sales.


As well as this, CURɅ TE offers cryptocurrency payments as an optional form of
payment outside traditional options such as credit/debit card and Circle.


Spending XCUR in-app offers zero gas fees as made possible by CURɅ TE’s
proprietary private blockchain.
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Introduction
As at the time of writing this document, about 2,500 crypto-assets have been
released and these numbers keep climbing daily because the blockchain
network has numerous use cases and this has spanned across healthcare,
supply chain management, logistics industry, financial services industry,
gaming, trading and a lot more. The goal here is to adopt and implement the
blockchain technology in another area of daily life, which is the online
marketplace industry use case.


The whole world is shifting from its traditional way of doing things to the
advanced and sophisticated ways which slowly is getting incorporated into the
online marketplace industry. It is obvious that companies keeping up with
today's fast-paced, all-singing and all-dancing tech innovations are the ones
that will survive the continuously changing system in the emergent Fourth
Industrial Revolution (FIR), led by the next Internet technologies like blockchain,
other Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLTs), or others like crypto-asset
technology, smart contracts, Artificial Intelligence (AI), Virtual Reality (VR),
Internet of Things (IoT) and the rest of the disruptor gang. 
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Seller lists item for sale
on CURɅTE marketplace

Buyer discovers and purchases item

via XCUR (zero gas fees) or USDC or Card

Low 4% seller comission
on all successful sales

Both buyer and seller rewarded
0.5% XCUR each of total sale
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Problems
No Singular NFT marketplace that supports major blockchains and
provided wallet capabilities
Lack of an easy to use, intuitive app. UX experience is not user-friendly
for the average retail user hindering mass adoption
High and unreliable transaction fees poison the ecosystem and raise
the barrier of entry. A research by Saxon Advisory found that the
average NFT sale is around $11.40 while at its peak the ethreum
network transaction fee was north of $200
No real aggregation of NFTs exists. Current NFT marketplace are
relatively cluttered and disorganised with little to no filtration of poor
and low quality NFTs
Lack of a search function. i.e searching for goods on amazon. NFTs are
currently not labelled deeply in their metadata and are largely
uncategorized and identifiable
Slow transaction finality and layer 2 solutions can hinder layer 1
transparecy, need for trust of a central bridge
Slow transaction finality and layer 2 solutions can hinder layer 1
transparecy, need for trust of a central bridge
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Solutions
A blockchain agnostic gasless NFT and physical goods marketplace
with an in-built wallet
A propriatary blockchain built from the ground up in GO that provides
the gasless infrastructure and near instant transaction finality in app
with full transparency
Aggregation of NFTs cross-platform and cross-chain by embedding
key search functions and properties into the metadata of the NFT i.e.
Hard-coded NFTs
Seamless and gasless bridging between different blockchains Blockchain agnostic
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XCUR token use cases

XCUR tokens serve as a multi-use utility token offering users a wide

number

of

use

cases

on

both

the

Curate

marketplace

app

and

outside

the

Curate ecosystem.



- Purchase items on the Curate app marketplace

- Rewarded to buyers and sellers on all transactions

- Stake on our DeFi platform and DeFi partner pools

- Spend on over 3M+ travel products on Travala

- Spend on global activities on Viator 

- Spend on over 7M+ holidays and flights on Expedia

- Spend on our partnerships listings via Shopping.io

- Many more as we partner and integrate XCUR with more platforms

- Exchange for FIAT and 1000’s other cryptocurrencies through our partners
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Project overview
The CURATE project is simple in its own way, because it is a platform based on
the blockchain decentralized network, as it will be built on the Ethereum Virtual
Machine (EVM), with the active implementation of the ERC–20 and BEP-20
token smart contract standard, the two most popular and widely-used smart
contract token standards in the industry. 


The CURATE platform being a d’App means that it is a distributed system of
service run and hosted by numerous systems around the globe and not one
central authority, which in the legacy systems before the advent of Web 3.0,
has held sway and ruled the tech jungle. All user data within our platform is
secured with cryptographic algorithm. 


Our platform acts as an all-in-one marketplace app that curates content from
inspiring brands and merchants. This method makes it simple for everyone
engaging on the platform and will improve the quality and quantity of the
services offered.


We also simplify trends and inspiration from around the world and ideas from
far and wide means that there will be diversity in content with plenty to choose
from for everyone.


One of the major things we really are after is security and safety of our platform
user data. How can we guarantee that our clients are safe and their tokens
secured? We have implemented the KYC protocol because one way or the
other, our platform deals with the use of finances either physical or virtual and
has a means of compliance to regulations made available for financial
institutions. Know your customer regulation is being followed because with this
we have some basic information about each and every individual on our
platform.
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This coupled with a form of verification through a recognized form of
identification will help us keep the platform secure and also weed out
unaccepted activities such as multiple accounts from one person on the
platform.


The KYC regulation also helps in cases where theft of crypto-asset occurs. With
the little information we have about every individual, it will be easier to try and
track down and stop an individual’s funds from being stolen by bad actors who
are on a mission to give the crypto-asset space a bad name. 


Some are of the opinion that sensitive user information gathering beats the
purpose of applying blockchain to projects since the major functions of the
blockchain network, according to them is supposed to be the protection of an
individual’s identity. In reality though, it doesn’t take away the protection
because all transactions will still be done securely in a Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
manner, while the information of each user will be stored securely on the
blockchain decentralized network, but not available for anyone to have access,
unless members in the technical department. We assure our users that we
value everyone’s privacy and will keep the data of each and every individual
away from prying eyes.


After KYC comes the AML and they both go hand in hand because the antimoney law puts us under compulsion to report fraudulent activities to relevant
authorities. We highly frown against the use of our platform as a means to get
money ‘washed clean’ as we will not hesitate to freeze an account associated
with us if we notice money laundering activities being carried out on it.


When a user completes the KYC registration and has agreed to the AML
regulations too, he also has to agree to the CFT rules means countering the
financing of terrorism, and the updated FATF Recommendations affecting
crypto-assets.
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In no way should anyone be involved in using our platform as a means to fund
terrorism as we will not take such activities with levity. These are one of the
reasons why a user has to be able to complete the KYC registration for proper
measures to be taken upon whoever wants to use the anonymity provided on
the blockchain network as a leverage to commit crimes and atrocities.


How does it work?

The first step to utilizing our services would be for an individual to sign up to
the platform before being able to fully access all its features. The dashboard of
our platform itself is going to be a Decentralized App (D’App) built on the
blockchain, with smart contract transaction performance capacity, which also
means that we will fully make use of the distributed ledger system as the
backbone of the CURATE platform. Of course this begs the question why not
use regular database instead of the blockchain? First of all, the platform is
going to be reward-based, and implementing crypto-asset as a means of
payment is very easy to achieve mainly because we are the ones facilitating
the crypto-asset transaction. The decentralized blockchain system really
brings a lot of advantages to regular business models. When the sales of
content is opened to the public, there will be a unique RFID protocol that will
be integrated into the system as one of the countermeasures against fraud.
With the RFID, the user can scan the material that they are purchasing to
identify its authenticity and genuineness.
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This remote frequency identification can be done via a mobile device with a
camera which will scan the code of a purchased item. This will in turn pull up
the history of the material and such a move will help get rid of individuals
selling fake designer brands to the public because each seller has their own
form of unique identity that can be labelled towards all RFID smart tags of their
materials. 


The RFID will also be useful for individuals who wish to know about where their
cloth is coming from and what is the nature of the fabric. Some people prefer
to go for items of clothing that are not manufactured at the detriment of the
environment. With this RFID technology, it will be easier for everyone to fully
identify whatever they purchase without having issues.


Another major advantage the blockchain decentralized network provides now
is that one dot necessarily have to be a big brand to gain recognition. Our
services will help grow small brands and give them enough recognition and
thus also applies to independent start-ups that have no form of recognition.
Each designer will be rated along with the quality of the goods and services
offered. As time goes on, the quality of each individual’s work will get upvoted
and those with the majority of upvotes will be listed as trending.


Transparency is our watchword and we will not compromise that for anything.
There are a number of features that will be integrated into our platform that
will require the honest input of each individual and blockchain utilisation is the
best option. All data entries will be stored on the blockchain and as such, once
it is recorded it cannot be be changed, as the blockchain data is immutable. It
is permanently stored with a timestamp so alterations to the data entry is
impossible unless of course if all systems storing the data are actively
manipulated at the same time to modify what is recorded in a block.
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Modifying data entry on a decentralized blockchain network is nearly impossible
because of the nature of its complexity. The data is stored all over the world
across different nodes with a hash and a timestamp before being recorded on the
ledger. It is not logical for an individual to hijack thousands upon thousands of
systems and modify the data all at the same time. This is the major advantage a
decentralized network has over the regular database system or centralized
networks, and is going to be the major stronghold for upholding transparency and
honesty on the platform.


After signing up to the app, the first thing a user can do is choose their areas of
interest. If they would like to list content for sale they can submit content for sale
which will allows the community to curate the content allowing sales to be made
by purchases/end users of with a reward is issued from a portion of the rewards
pool based on the number of ETH/. 


After the content creation comes the voting and curating aspect which entails
users having to upvote an item before it trends or becomes popular. Doing this will
earn the user a curation reward dependent on the c-power the individual has.


Curate will generate income via the transactions made on the marketplace. Curate
will charge buyers and sellers a small % fee (a comission for sellers and a service
fee for buyers) based on successful transactions made on the app. This fee will go
towards funding Curates operation which includes support/disputes help center,
hosting and maintence and app updates. The exact % fee will be determined soon
after the app is launched to determine the right balance. A % of this fee will be
used towards the rewards programme i.e curate will purchase ETH and XCUR from
the exchanges based on a % of fees it collects and allocate this to the rewards
pool for buyers/sellers and app users to be rewarded. Asides from this, merchants
are given an option to obtain a pro account which a fee will be charged for on a
subscription basis, and this account offers more opportunities for them such as a
verified badge, being eligible for front page listings, priority support and coupon
availability.
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For starters, the Ethereum(ETH) crypto–asset will be used as the primary
means of rewarding our early adopters in return for their engagement and
contribution. The CURATE tokens will be available for use too, but will be as a
secondary means of rewarding users. After getting our coin listed on coin asset
exchange(s), and CURATE tokens gain value, we will make it the primary source
of rewards in all parts of our platform.


The platform runs like a social media on its own that is based on content
discovery concept. This brings the issue of performance and scalability. How
well will the native blockchain blockchain hold against large influx of customers
and transactions? It is not new that the blockchain technology is not very
strong at handling intensive tasks and could get broken temporarily if
burdened with too many activities running on it, or there could altogether be a
blockchain bloat. So how would the blockchain technology manage to hold up
with a platform like ours which may grow to have millions upon millions of
users? The answer is in the sidechain. Since the project is at its cradle, we have
not made provisions for a sidechain that will run along with the major
blockchain, but such provision will be made available after a short while. The
sidechain will be made readily available as soon as the need for it is required.  


Smart contract will act as the transaction facilitator on the platform, and
monitor the activities going on. The smart contract code calculates the
rewards that will be given to each individual contributing to the platform, and
this will be based on how much popularity they have gained overtime in
correlation with their c-power. Smart contract also monitors every transaction
made on the platform, and ensures that when a transaction is initiated from
one end, there has to be a 2-way confirmation before it will mark a transaction
successful and record it on the distributed ledger.
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Curate Token: XCUR

(Utility not Security)
The Curate token (XCUR) has been created for utility purposes, and is thus not
a security or equity token under any securities regulation in any jurisdiction,
but a token with pure utility characteristics, features and functionalities. As
such, it will be distributed on the Curate marketplace app as a primary rewards
token, as previously stated. 


The need for Curate token supply increase may not be necessary unless there
are more unique expansion cases for its use, which stretches the current
Curate token 8.5M supply limit as of Jan 2021 (total supply created was 10M
but 15% was burnt in Dec 20). This is because this strategy in tokenomics
keeps the Curate token market and Over The Counter (OTC) crypto-asset
exchange platform value relatively immune from arbitrary price inflation, as is
the case with the modern money mechanics that has been employed by
central, and thus vulnerable banking and other financial incumbents for
decades. 


Curate token is an ERC–20/BEP-20 utility token smart contract standard
compatible and exchangeable with many utility tokens which are majorly
Ethereum-based tokens/Binance Smart Chain. In any case that crypto-asset
exchange platforms adopt the Curate token as their primary means of
transaction because of value and use case similarities that may mutually exist
between them, this will cause value appreciation in the Curate token, and
therefore further accelerate the Curate token network effect.
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CURATE TOKEN SUMMARY


XCUR – A reward-based cryptographic token which can be used to purchase
in-app goods, accepted as a form of in-app payment for selling or staked inapp to collect rewards for holding. It can also be withdrawn to trade/sell.


REVENUE MODELS FOR CURATE:


PRO MEMBERSHIP

$99/year offering content users (retailers, brands, influencers) pro features i.e
highlighted listings, verified badge status if KYC approved, DMs, rewarding
users in custom tokens plus more.


NATIVE ADVERTISING

CurateAds, our in-built native advertising area offered to advertisers and
agencies, allowing custom targeting of ads to our opt-in users yielding a
higher ROI/RPM than traditional competitors i.e AdWords or CPM/PPC ads.


XCUR TOKEN

Increased demand & spending on the platform with our participating retailers
and extension to other niches outside of the marketplace via Curate+.


CURATE+ BROWSER EXTENSION

Curate+, our native browser extension, allows users to earn crypto assets as
cashback when they shop online via a commission model and will extend to all
niches i.e goods and services, retail, advertising & food.


FEES PER SALE/PURCHASE

Curate primarily will make it’s revenues via charging a flat % comission on
every succesful purchase made via the app. Buyers will also be subject to a
small service fee. The fees taken will be used towards funding our rewards
programme where buyers, sellers and users who meet the engagement
rewards criteria (page 28) are offered rewards in ETH or XCUR.
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Tokenomics
Token name

Symbol

Tech

Curate

XCUR

ERC–20 / BEP–20 / SOL / XC–20

Smart contract
0xE1c7E30C42C24582888C758984f6e382096786bd

Blockchain Explorers
https://etherscan.io/
token/0xE1c7E30C42C24582888C758984f6e382096786bd
https://bscscan.com/
token/0x708c671aa997da536869b50b6c67fa0c32ce80b2
https://explorer.solana.com/
address/35r2jMGKytAJ7FyKfKRHPanT8kpjg3emPy7WG6GANCNB

Token Vesting
Token Vesting Schedule’s are subject to change in the interest of
preserving token value and their holders. 

The team is free to sell tokens , either for marketing, development needs ,
personal or salaries while keeping the best interest of the token , it’s price
and holders in mind.
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Total supply

Link

8,500,00 (originally 10M created but 15% was burnt in 2020).
XCUR Burned #1 XCUR Burned #2

Circulating supply

Link

8,499,802

Token distribution
Holders
Uniswap: XCUR
Treasury
Vesting Tokens OTC
Burn Address
Burn 1 Burn 2
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Putting Shoppers First

All in one shopping
marketplace app (API
integration coming soon)

Low 4% seller comission on
every completed sale

Buyers and sellers recieve
1% split in $XCUR on every
completed sale

Supports credit/debit card,
PayPal, Bitcoin, Ethereum
and Curate tokens (XCUR)

Buyers who use XCUR receive gas fees credit back
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Roadmap
Q3

Version 2.0 Update:

– General marketplace
(GenM)

– Jumio integration for
automated KYC

– Circle integration for fiat
on/off ramp

– Desktop web app
experience
USDXC launch - Agnostic
stablecoins made simple
Affiliate referral
programme
Chainlink oracle agnostic
integration
Moonbeam partnership
Company growth
initiative: 7 new
employees
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Q4
XCUR XC-20 deposits / withdrawals
enabled on Kucoin
Phase 1: Theta token in-app
integration for deposits / withdrawal
Phase 1: SOL token in-app integration
for deposits / withdrawal
Phase 2: SOL import/export and mint
NFTs in-app
Staking: In-app single hard staking
round 1 goes live
Mobile and web app UX and UI
overhaul
Phase 1: Polkadot in-app integration
for deposits / withdrawal
NFT collections live in-app
Phase 3: ETH (ERC721) import / export
and mint NFTs in-app
Fiat-on ramp, credit/debit card
purchases
USDC deposits live via integration with
Circle
XCUR tiered utility model offering
discounted commissions, governance,
staking yield based on amount of
XCUR held (i.e membership level)
XCUR token bridged to Solana (ERC20,
BEP20 and XC20 already active)
XCUR token listed on Raydium with
liquidity provided by Curate

Q2
Phase 1: Elrond Gold in-app
integration for deposits /

Q1

withdrawal
Binance Pay integration paving the

Phase 2: ALGO import / export

way for a deeper integration into the

and mint NFTs in-app

Binance ecosystem

Curate metaverse gaming

P2P / Physical goods marketplace

j

pro ect testnet launch

enhancements: profile reviews /
feedback sytem, listing integrations

In-app NFT launchpad

with merchants i.e Jumia, Amazon &

applications open

more

Purchase NFTs or physical

Phase 1: Avalanche in-app

goods/p2p items using your

integration for deposits / withdrawal

NFTs (instead of tokens / fiat)

Gasless sending / receiving of XCUR
token in-app between user wallets
Phase 1: Algorand in-app integration
for deposits / withdrawal
Enabling of ETH, USDXC and more as
payment methods for both
marketplaces (NFT & P2P)
Staking: Staking round 1 ends and
rewards distributed in XCUR
Preparation for soft staking begins
In-app governance feature goes live
(vote on upcoming features and
partnerships)
Launch of Curate NFT PFP collection

Q

3
Phase 1: Polygon in-app
integration for deposits /
withdrawal
Phase 2: Theta import / export
and mint NFTs in-app

Mobile fractionalized NFT
exchange (own fractions of
blue chip NFTs)
Phase 2: Avalanche import /
export and mint NFTs in-app

MetaMask, Wallet Connect and
Trust Wallet integration
enabled

K

Gasless in-app transfers enabled for

Phase 1: S ALE in-app

NFTs based on membership level

integration for deposits /

(see tiered utility model in Q4 2021)

withdrawal

Floki token in-app integration

Phase 2: S ALE import / export

K

and mint NFTs in-app
Launch of Curate NFT
29

Decentralised

Marketplace

Experience cross–chain NFTs
Mint, import/export on iOS/Android

$ETH

$SOL

$BSC

$DOT

Ready

Ready

$ALGO

$EGLD

due Q1 22'

due Q1 22'

due Q2 22'

due Q2 22'

$MATIC

$THETA

$SKALE

$AVAX

due Q2 22'
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due Q3 22'

due Q3 22'

due Q3 22'

